Every television channel, every newspaper and every medical website has its own coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic. Don't have time to read them all? Do you need a site to pull all the evidence based resources for nurses in New Hampshire? Book mark our homepage!

COVID-19 Resource Pages

ANA Members Free Webinar Series

A critical webinar for extraordinary times. Education and recommendations you can trust from leading Nursing Associations.

REGISTER HERE

Mental Health Advocacy Survey

New Futures is advocating for health and wellness policy solutions during the COVID-19 pandemic. They want to hear from you. What are you currently experiencing in your homes and communities, how can state policies change to help you, and what can New Futures do to support you? Please take a few minutes to fill out this survey. It will help us gain a better understanding of the current landscape and how to help. We sincerely appreciate it.

New Futures Website

Advocacy Survey for Covid Response

NH Nurses Respond

New Hampshire hospitals are grappling with many
unknowns, the number of people who will become infected, the demand for intensive care and ventilators, whether supplies will be available and **how many providers will be needed?**

We asked for volunteers and NH nurses are coming through. Its what they do, its why we are the most trusted profession 18 years in a row.

Join the growing list, so that NH will be better prepared to face the weeks ahead. Your email addresses will be shared with health care organizations needing help.

---

Add your name to the Volunteer List - If you have already done so, please do not fill it out again.

---

**NH Responds**

NH Responds is part of a federal effort to coordinate and assemble volunteers for all types of natural disasters. In order to provide New Hampshire citizens a timely and effective disaster or community response, volunteers need to be organized, verified, and ready to mobilize. NH Responds is the organization to sign up with if you wish to volunteer in the future.

** Please note: This is a long term commitment for all natural disasters. Many questions are asked to be able to verify your license status. NH Responds has no affiliation with NHNA, and your information given to them will be in a secured database.